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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: June 20, 2019—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are higher this morning.  The 

EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.7% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 was up 1.4% 

from the prior close.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai composite up 2.4% and 

the Shenzhen index up 2.0% from prior close.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a higher 

open.  

 

Happy post-Fed Day!  It’s all bullish today; equities are higher, bond yields are lower and gold is 

on a tear (and the dollar is weaker).  The only worry?  Iran claims to have shot down a U.S. 

drone, sending oil higher.  Here is what we are watching today: 

 

The Fed: We were concerned the Fed would be hawkish.  It turns out our worry was unfounded.  

In the statement, the word “patient” was removed and replaced with “uncertainties,” making it 

clear the balance of risks has moved from balanced to recession.  The statement also openly 

discussed acting to “sustain the expansion.”  Normally, one does not do that by raising rates.  As 

expected, St. Louis FRB President Bullard dissented, calling for a rate cut; this represents the 

first dissention in the Powell era. 

 

The median dots look like this. 
 

 
(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady and Thomas Wash 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
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The dots show an interesting divide.  The median year-end rate hasn’t changed; it remains 

steady.  However, eight voted to push rates lower by year-end, eight are calling for no change 

and one still leans toward a hike. 

 

Although it isn’t quite appropriate to use an average calculation with such a small sample size, it 

is interesting that the average is lower than the median because more dots are at the low end 

relative to the high end of the range.  The averages for this year and subsequent years show a 

dovish shift. 
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The large green dots show the March meeting and the red blocks are yesterday’s result.  There is 

a clear move downward in the average, although it is also clear the Fed doesn’t see a recession 

on the horizon and any cuts will be reversed in a couple of years.  That means the Fed thinks it 

can bring a soft landing.   
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The market reaction was consistent with dovish policy: yields fell, gold rose and the dollar 

declined.  Equities did rise later in the day but the initial reaction was modest.   

 

What did Powell accomplish?  It was actually a move that Greenspan would appreciate.  He was 

able to bring a result consistent with a rate cut without actually making one.  The cost is that he 

will need to make a cut at the July meeting (which is not a quarterly meeting, when cuts have 

become traditional) or risk a significant market retreat.  If the FOMC doesn’t follow through on 

rate cuts, political pressure will rise and the bond market, which is rallying in part on 

expectations of future rate cuts, will reverse.   

 

Iran: Iran has downed a U.S. drone.  Iran claims the plane was over its airspace, while the U.S. 

says it was in international air space.  Oil prices, which were lifting on dollar weakness, took 

another leg higher in response.  There are reports that the administration is suggesting ties 

between al Qaeda and Iran, raising fears of similar accusations that preceded the Iraq War.  We 

still doubt the U.S. and Iran will end up in a full-scale conflict, but the odds of a mistake rise 

when there is “ordinance in the air.”  One interesting sidelight—firms that provide private 

shipping security are seeing their business soar.   

 

Trade talks: There isn’t too much new on the trade front.  China appears to be framing the 

discussion between Presidents Trump and Xi as occurring because the U.S. is asking for talks.  

The trade teams have resumed negotiations.   

 

At the same time: We note an interesting report that suggests China is taking steps to appreciate 

the CNY into the weekend meeting.  Some of this could be to temper capital flight, which is 

likely to accelerate from Hong Kong but could spread if the CNY weakens.  Yesterday, we noted 

that the White House hasn’t taken what we view as the most potent step to reduce the trade 

deficit, which would be a concerted effort to weaken the dollar.  Although dovish policy from the 

Fed would help in that process (check!), open jawboning by the president and his Treasury 

secretary could accelerate the process.  A weaker dollar and even modest tariffs would be an 

extremely powerful mix; we could see something akin to “Plaza Accord II.”   

 

Brexit: It’s now down to four candidates; Rory Stewart did not get enough votes to survive.  

Boris Johnson continues to dominate, with nearly three times more votes than the next two.  

Although it’s not a done deal, it looks like Johnson will be one of the candidates when the Tory 

membership votes for a new PM. 

 

Odds and ends: Budget fears remain elevated.  Reports suggest the deadlock in Venezuela has 

led the White House to lose interest.  The acting defense secretary may not be able to negotiate 

missile talks with Turkey.  Mexico has passed USMCA, the first of the three nations involved to 

do so.   

 

Energy update: Crude oil inventories fell 3.1 mb last week compared to the forecast drop of 1.8 

mb.   

https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-holds-rates-steady-hints-at-possible-cut-if-outlook-dims-11560967516?tesla=y&mod=article_inline&mod=hp_lead_pos2
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-19/trump-believes-he-has-the-authority-to-replace-powell-at-fed
https://apnews.com/e4316eb989d5499c9828350de8524963
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/oil-price-iran-drone-us-attack-gulf-of-oman-strait-hormuz-083445457.html?guccounter=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/us/politics/us-iran.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/us/politics/us-iran.html
https://www.ft.com/content/f9f24d90-91b3-11e9-aea1-2b1d33ac3271?emailId=5d0afdf792ee96000467a4b1&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/f9f24d90-91b3-11e9-aea1-2b1d33ac3271?emailId=5d0afdf792ee96000467a4b1&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china/trump-xi-meeting-unlikely-to-resolve-trade-differences-could-lead-to-more-talks-media-idUSKCN1TL00T
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china/trump-xi-meeting-unlikely-to-resolve-trade-differences-could-lead-to-more-talks-media-idUSKCN1TL00T
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china-talks/china-u-s-trade-teams-to-hold-talks-idUSKCN1TL0O6
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3015220/china-signals-currency-war-truce-ahead-xi-jinpings-meeting
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3015220/china-signals-currency-war-truce-ahead-xi-jinpings-meeting
https://www.ft.com/content/79dbc0b6-91bb-11e9-b7ea-60e35ef678d2?shareType=nongift
https://www.ft.com/content/d2566db8-92b5-11e9-aea1-2b1d33ac3271?emailId=5d0afdf792ee96000467a4b1&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/19/budget-debt-ceiling-deal-1371455?nname=playbook&nid=0000014f-1646-d88f-a1cf-5f46b7bd0000&nrid=0000014e-f0fe-dd93-ad7f-f8ff7e250002&nlid=630318
https://www.wsj.com/articles/lawmakers-white-house-deadlocked-in-budget-talks-to-avert-next-shutdown-11560982543?mod=hp_listb_pos3
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/with-maduro-entrenched-in-venezuela-trump-loses-patience-and-interest-in-issue-officials-say/2019/06/19/a7ba2c56-92b1-11e9-b58a-a6a9afaa0e3e_story.html?utm_term=.32ce97b29a94
ttps://www.politico.eu/article/why-the-acting-us-defense-secretary-may-have-to-sit-out-turkey-missile-talks/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=ba9852c4ff-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_20_04_19&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-ba9852c4ff-190334489
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/19/mexico-passes-usmca-1538543
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In the details, refining activity rose 0.7%, above the flat forecast.  Estimated U.S. production fell 

by 0.1 mbpd to 12.3 mbpd.  Crude oil imports fell 0.3 mbpd, while exports declined 0.2 mbpd.   
 

 
(Sources: DOE, CIM) 

 

This is the seasonal pattern chart for commercial crude oil inventories.  We are now well within 

the spring/summer withdrawal season.  This week’s decline is consistent with seasonal patterns.   

We should see continued inventory declines into September; it would be bearish if stockpiles 

start to rise again.   
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Based on oil inventories alone, fair value for crude oil is $47.45.  Based on the EUR, fair value is 

$52.69.  Using both independent variables, a more complete way of looking at the data, fair 

value is $49.87.  As oil prices move closer to fair value, the risk of a sharp rally from a 

geopolitical event is elevated.  Technically, oil prices are trying to stabilize, although they 

remain in a downtrend.  Overall, the bear case for oil is starting to “age” and we are probably 

heading into a period of recovery if oil inventories follow the usual seasonal pattern.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases 

 

Initial jobless claims came in below expectations at 216k compared to the forecast of 220k.   
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average for initial claims.  The four-week moving 

average rose from 217.75k to 218.75k. 
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In Q1, the current account deficit came in wider than expected at $130.4 bn compared to the 

forecast of $124.3 bn.  The prior quarter’s deficit was revised upward from $134.4 bn to $143.9 

bn. 
 

 
 

The chart above shows the current account balance and the current account balance as a 

percentage of GDP.  The current account deficit as a percentage of GDP narrowed by 28 bps 

from the prior quarter and is now -2.48%.   
 

The June Philadelphia FRB Business Outlook Index came in well below expectations at 0.3 

compared to estimates of 10.4.   
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We smooth the data on the above chart with a six-month moving average.  The current reading is 

well above the recession signal of -10.  What makes this index important is that it measures 

business sentiment for the Mid-Atlantic region, where most of the Fed governors work and live, 
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at least part of the time.  No matter how data-sensitive one is, the economic activity that one 

directly observes will tend to affect one’s outlook.  Thus, a robust local economy in the Mid-

Atlantic region could lead Fed governors to lean hawkish even if the rest of the nation’s 

economy is less robust, and vice versa.   

 

The table below lists the economic releases scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Bloomberg Consumer Comfort m/m jun 61.6 **

9:45 Bloomberg Economic Expectations m/m jun 52.5 **

10:00 Leading Index m/m may 0.1% 0.2% **

Fed speakers or events

Economic Releases

No speakers or events scheduled  
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China FX Net Settlement- Clients CNY m/m may 31.8 bn -53.1 bn ** Equity and bond neutral

Japan Japan buying foreign bonds m/m jun ¥327.3 bn ¥1.736 tn * Equity and bond neutral

Japan buying foreign stocks m/m jun ¥232.5 bn ¥0.031 tn * Equity and bond neutral

Foreign buying Japan bonds m/m jun ¥471.7 bn ¥0.590 tn * Equity and bond neutral

Foreign buying Japan stocks m/m jun -¥0.095 bn -¥0.148 tn * Equity and bond neutral

All Industry Activity Index m/m apr 0.9% -0.4% 0.7% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Machine tool orders m/m may -27.3% -27.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand GDP y/y 1q 2.5% 2.3% 2.3% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

EUROPE

UK Retail Sales Ex Auto Fuel y/y may 2.2% 4.9% 2.5% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Retail Sales Inc Auto Fuel y/y may 2.3% 5.2% 2.7% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Switzerland Exports Real m/m may -1.2% -0.6% ** Equity and bond bearish

Imports Real m/m may 0.7% 1.5% ** Equity and bond neutral

Swiss Watch Exports m/m may 11.4% -0.4% ** Equity and bond neutral

Russia CPI Weekly ytd jun 2.4% 2.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Formal Job Creation Total m/m may 4.0k 30.4k ** Equity and bond neutral

Canada CPI y/y may 2.4% 2.0% 2.4% *** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 239 242 -3 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 211 212 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 28 30 -2 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 216 218 -2 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 2.01 2.02 -0.01 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -34 -32 -2 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 12 11 1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar down Neutral

euro up Up

yen up Neutral

pound up Neutral

franc up Neutral

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

FOMC Rate Decision (Upper Limit) 2.500% 2.500% 2.500% On forecast

FOMC Rate Decision (Lower Limit) 2.250% 2.250% 2.250% On forecast

Interest Rate on Excess Reserves 2.350% 2.350% 2.350% On forecast

BOJ Policy Balance Rate -0.100% -0.100% -0.100% On forecast

BOJ 10-yr Yield Target 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% On forecast

Bank of England Bank Rate 0.750% 0.750% 0.750% On forecast

BOE Asset Purchase Target 10 bn 10 bn 10 bn On forecast

BOE Corporate Bond Target 435 bn 435 bn 435 bn On forecast

Selic Rate 6.500% 6.500% 6.500% On forecast

RBA FX Transactions Market A$1.384 bn A$0.873 bn On forecast

RBA FX Transactions Government -A$1.526 bn -A$0.993 bn On forecast

RBA FX Transactions Other A$1.831 bn -A$4.677 bn On forecast  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $63.48 $61.82 2.69% Rising tensions in the Middleeast

WTI $55.54 $53.76 3.31%  

Natural Gas $2.28 $2.28 0.26%  

Crack Spread $20.29 $20.47 -0.87%

12-mo strip crack $17.02 $17.06 -0.24%

Ethanol rack $1.69 $1.70 -0.12%

Gold $1,380.52 $1,360.38 1.48% Market Uncertainty

Silver $15.36 $15.16 1.33%

Copper contract $271.35 $268.05 1.23%

Corn contract 452.75$       453.25$       -0.11%

Wheat contract 521.75$       526.75$       -0.95%

Soybeans contract 925.25$       928.75$       -0.38%

Baltic Dry Freight 1179 1135 44

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -3.1 -1.8 -1.4

Gasoline (mb) -1.7 1.0 -2.7

Distillates (mb) -0.6 0.7 -1.2

Refinery run rates (%) 0.70% 0.00% 0.70%

Natural gas (bcf) 104.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report
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Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show warmer to normal temps for most of the country, with 

cooler temps in the western half of the country.  Precipitation is expected for most of the country.  

There is no tropical activity expected over the next 48 hours. 
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using “top down,” 

or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this section every Friday.  
 

June 14, 2019 
 

Establishing when “the” yield curve inverts is a bit of guesswork as there are a plethora of 

permutations one can use to calculate the spread.  One yield curve we like is the same one the 

Conference Board uses in its index of Leading Economic Indicators, namely, the 10-year T-note 

less fed funds yield.  As we show below, this particular spread has inverted this month.  Because 

of the time it takes to fully accumulate all the data points in the leading indicators, the inverted 

yield curve won’t be in the index until August.  But, the inversion will start to act as a drag on 

the leading indicators and likely start signaling a slowdown in the economy. 

 

Here is a chart of the 10-year/fed funds yield curve. 
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This spread didn’t become a reliable indicator of the economy until the 1960s.  It isn’t perfect; it 

has had two false positives (shown as black lines on the above chart).  In the 1981-82 recession, 

the curve didn’t invert until the recession was underway.  We have shown the current inversion 

as a black line, but we will change this if, or when, the recession develops. 
 

INVERT RECESSION MONTHS

Apr-68 Dec-69 20

Mar-73 Nov-73 8

Sep-78 Jan-80 16

Feb-82 Jul-81 -7

Oct-80 Jul-81 9

Jan-89 Jul-90 18

May-00 Mar-01 10

Jul-06 Dec-07 17

Average 12  
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This table shows the time period from the inversion to recession.  Although there is variation, the 

average is 12 months.  Using the range, a recession would be due at the earliest in February 2020 

or the latest at February 2021.   

 

So, with inversion, what should investors do? 
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These two charts show equities (the S&P 500) and long-duration bonds (10-year T-notes total 

return index), indexed to the yield curve inversion (shown as a vertical line on the chart).  We 

looked at the data 12 months before the inversion and 24 months after the inversion, excluding 

the 1982 inversion since the recession was already underway.  We also calculated the average for 

the seven events.  These calculations show that the financial markets don’t always treat 

inversions as bearish.  Under low inflation conditions, long-duration interest rates tend to 

perform well.  Equities decline about 10% or less after inversion the majority of the time; 

however, in three cases, they actually continued to rise.  Furthermore, during the 2005 inversion, 

the real bear market didn’t start until two years after the yield curve turned negative.   

 

There are two key issues for investors.  First, it is possible that the current inversion is a false 

positive.  If the FOMC moves quickly to cut the fed funds rate, the slope of the curve could 

return to positive so remaining fully invested is recommended.  Second, even if this inversion is 

a harbinger of recession, there were several events where equities performed quite well for some 

time after the inversion.  This is especially true when the inversion predated the recession by 

more than a year.  At the same time, investors are now on notice that if the Fed doesn’t react 

soon to unwind this inversion then the odds of recession are rising, thus it would be prudent to 

build a plan to become defensive.   

 

 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 6/19/2019 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 6/19/2019 close) 
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Source: Bloomberg

  
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index),Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 
 

June 20, 2019  
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P/E as of 6/19/2019 = 18.6x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 18.6x, up 0.1x from last week.  The rise in the 

S&P index led to the modest multiple expansion. 

 

 

 
 
 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 
 

                                                 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q3, Q4 and Q1) and one estimate (Q2). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


